distribution
of roll indentation width, namely, the variation on width of roll indentation in the direction of strip width was measured, and a consideration was made on the correlation between these and the flatness of strip rolled under the same condition as static screwdown. It was shown that the transverse distribution of roll indentation width was equivalent qualitatively to the flatness of rolled strip. The more appropriate profile of working roll crown for rolling the strip of flat shape with present mill was accorded closely with the cornered or rounded curvature rather than parabolic one which may be suitable for two-high mill.
The relation between flatness of strip and the shape of 1st-intermediate backing roll, and the trend of working roll deflection under static screw-down were also shown.
(Received May 21, 1971) Table   1 . Principal items of Sendzimir reversing cold strip mill used in experiments. Fig. 13 . Fig. (a) shows the method for measuring the deflection of working roll. 
is concerning to the variation of roll indentation depth. 
